Rakks
Extruded Aluminum
Shelf

®

Features:
The Rakks aluminum shelf system features a sleek, low
profile design which complements Rakks shelving
hardware.
The front stiffener leg lines up with the bracket retaining
pin to keep sections from separating or sliding forward.
Double sided tape is provided to keep shelves from
shifting side to side.
Rakks shelves are available in 4” and 6” sections which
can be combined to make 8”, 10” 12”, 14”, 16” and 18”
deep shelves.
Model SA-04-XXX
4” shelf section
SA-06-XXX
6” shelf section
SAF-06-XXX 6” filler section
“xxx” denotes length in inches
Shelves are custom cut and deburred at the factory to
your specifications.
Lightweight and strong, load capacities exceed similarly
sized 3/4” veneer core plywood shelves.
Top surface has extruded grooves which hide
scratches and assure a uniform appearance.

Specifications:
Size
SA-04-XXX
SA-06-XXX
SAF-06-XXX

1/2” x 4” x up to 144”
1/2” x 6” x up to 144”
1/2” x 6” x up to 144”

Material
6063-T6 Extruded Aluminum
Finish
Stocked in clear anodized finish. Black anodized,
white powder coat, and custom finishes are
available.
Double sided Tape
3M VHB 4930 tape 7/16” x 2” provided.
Capacity
Deflection, based on a uniform load across a 36”
span:
SA-04
SA-06

1/4” deflection @ 60#
1/4” deflection @ 90#

Note: Shelf capacities are cumulative. A 6” and 4”
section, combined to make a 10” deep shelf, will
carry an evenly distributed load of 150# across a 36”
span, with deflection of approximately 1/4”.

Two 6” shelf sections create a 12” shelf
assembly. Shown on Rakks BR-012-RP
bracket with retaining pin.

Weight
SA-06
SAF-06
SA-04

0.91 #/ft
1.02 #/ft
0.60 #/ft

List Price
lengths up to 4’
length 4’ - 6’
length 6’ - 8’
lengths 8’ - 12’

4”
6”
8” (4”+4”)

SA-04
$21.00
$31.50
$42.00
$60.00

SA-06 & SAF-06
$32.00
$48.00
$64.00
$90.00

10” (6”+4”)
12” (6”+6”)
14” (4”+6”+4”)
16” (6”+6”+4”)
18” (6”+6”+6”)

4” and 6” sections can be combined to
make 8” 10” 12” 14” 16” and 18” shelves
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